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The use of digital signal processing techniques for removal of 
noise components present in plasma diagnostic signals is dis
cussed, particularly with reference to diamagnetic loop signals. 
These signals contain noise due to power supply ripple in addi
tion to plasma characteristics. The application of noise canceling 
techniques, such as adaptive noise canceling and model-based es
timation, will be discussed. The use of computer codes such as 
S I G is described. 

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Depar tment of 
Energy by the Lawrence Liverrnore National Laboratory under 
Contract W-7405-Eng-48. 

B a c k g r o u n d 

The Tandem Mirror Exper iment-Upgrade (TMX-U) at Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory uses magnetic confinement tech
niques to contain high tempera ture deuterium plasmas for fusion 
research. Twenty-four large electromagnets are used to shape 
and contain the plasma while heating systems are used to raise 
its temperature to millions of degrees. The heating systems in
clude neutral beam injectors, low frequency R F for ion heat ing 
and microwave RF for electron heating. Specialized diagnostic 
instruments are used to measure plasma parameters during these 
experiments and must do so without disturbing the plasma char
acteristics. 

A parameter of significant importance to magnetically confined 
plasmas is the diamagnetism of the plasma. The diamagnetism 
is a measure of energy density stored in hot particles and is used 
to determine the plasma be t a (/?) and the heating rates in the 
plasma. This paper is concerned with the techniques for improv
ing the signal available for est imating plasma diamagnetism. 

In the TMX-U, a single-turn loop transformer—the so-called dia
magnetic loop (DML) is used as the sensor for the plasma dia
magnetism. The DML sensor is subjected to various noise sources 
which make the plasma est imation problem difficult. Variations 
of the magnetic field used to contain the plasma are present be
cause of feedback circuits and ripple currents in the main power 
system. In many cases the signal tha t is used to determine the 
plasma diamagnetism is so badly corrupted with coherent fre
quency noise (ripple) t ha t the plasma perturbation due to dia
magnetism is not even visible. When the signals are approaching 
the noise level, or when the feedback control system has intro
duced a trend to the da t a , this approach is no longer satisfactory. 
A more sophisticated technique must be used for the processing 
of the measured signals. It must incorporate trend removal with 
the capability of removing the coherent noise without affecting 
the frequency content of the plasma perturbation itself. In this 
paper we will show how the problem can be viewed as a noise 
cancelling problem which can be solved*-using an identification 
approach. 

In the next section we develop the noise canceller using a system 
identification approach. Next we summarize the algorithm imple
mentation using a solution to the generalized Levinson problem, 
then we discuss the design of the processor for the plasma esti
mation problem and summarize the results in the final section. 

In this section we develop the algorithm for the noise canceller 
using an identification approach. The concept of noise cancelling 
evolves naturally from applications in the biomedical (EKGs, pa
tient monitoring, speech, etc.) and seismological areas [11-13]. 
Ideally, for noise cancelling to be effective the measured d a t a con
tains little or no signal information for a period of t ime so tha t the 
only information recorded is the noine, therefore, when the signal 
occurs it is u n c o r r e c t e d with the reference noise (e.g. pulses in 
radar, etc.). The initial algorithms developed were adaptive re
quiring long da t a records in order for the algorithm to converge, 
:iew approaches eliminate this requirement 113,14). Variations 
from the ideal case still met with success. For example, even if 
signal information is present in the reference record, a reasonable 
signal est imate can still be obtained. Also, independent measure
ments can be used r a the r than the same data record partitioned 
into reference and signal plus reference. The removal of 60 Hz 
disturbances can be accomplished by measuring the line voltage 
as the reference, for instance. In any case, the plasma diagnostics 
required for monitoring fusion reaction is an ideal candidate for 
cancelling, since the reference noise can be obtained directly from 
the measured signal plus noise record, the signal is uncorrelated 
with the noise, and the onset of the plasma is known. 

The fundamental noise cancelling problem evolves by assuming 
that the noise, n ' , corrupting the signal, s, and reference, r', is 
passed through linear systems, ht and ho, that is, 

y(t) = * ( « ) + M O • n ' ( 0 + « i ( 0 . 
r'(f) = h2{t)*n'{t) + v2{t) 

(1) 
(2) 

where 

y is the measured data 

s is the signal 

n' is the dis turbance or noise 

v is the random disturbance or noise 

r' is the measured reference noise, and 

h is the sensor or measurement system dynamics. 

The convolution operat ion * is defined by 

M0 ••»(!) = £>(«>('-••) = » ( » - W 0 

for 
*(,-') = Mo) + M0? I _, , 

• M A T ) , - " , 

and q is a shift or delay operator (i.e., g~'n(i) = n(( - 1)). 

Thus, using these polynomial relations the convolution equations 
can be expressed as 

y ( 0 = « (0 + H i ( r ' M 0 + ' ' i ( 0 . 
r ' ( 0 = ff3(»"')n'(0 + «'»(0-

If we assume tha t H2 is invertible, then we obtain 

n ' ( 0 = ff,-,(»-,)',(0-ff,-VW0-

(3) 
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Substituting for n' in the measurement equation, we obtain 

y(l) = i(0-ff,(»-'}H='(«- ,)[r'(0 -"=(')] - " . ( ' ) . 

or more simply, 

y(t) - s{t) - n(t) + »(0 = s(t) - H(q-l)r{t) ~ «(t) (5) 

where n{t) ^ H[q-l)r{t),vi\t.h H{q~l) ~ H^q-^HZ1^-1), r(t) : 
r ' (0 " MO. a n d "(0 = u i(0 

Equation (5) defines an input/output mode] for the noise can
celling problem with the input sequence given by {r(t)) and the 
output by {y(0}- Using this formulation, we see that the noise 
cancelling problem is aimed at removing the coherent noise, n(t), 
from the contaminated measurement, y((). This problem differs 
from that of classical signal estimation! because more informa
tion about the characteristics of the noise is available in the ref
erence data. The solution to this problem is achieved by first 
developing an estimate of the coherent noise, n((), and then sub
tracting it, that is, 

and therefore, 

i(<) = y(«) - n(t). (6) 

The estimate, h[t), removes or cancels the reference noise, as is 
easily seen by substituting the estimator, 

« ( ! ) = # ( » - ) • • ( « ) 

above to obtain 

1(1) = «(!) - « ( , " ' ) -tf(<7"') r ( t ) -« (0 -

(7) 

(8) 

Clearly, a s H - f f then i — s -r u. if the random measurement 
noise, u(0 were minimal (small variance), then z — sf i.e., the 
estimator would provide an estimate of s as well, however, for u 
significant, further processing must be used to obtain a reason
able estimate of s. 

Thus, we see that noise cancelling can be viewed as a two step 
process: 

1. Obtain the minimum variance estimate of the noise, n[t) 
. and 

2. Subtract the estimated noise, h{t), from the measured 
data, y{(). 

The minimum variance estimator is obtained by finding the 
H(q~l) that minimizes the criterion, 

j{t) = E{r-{t)) 

where the error is given by c(t) = y(t) - h(t). 
The solution to this problem is obtained by differentiating J with 
respect to each of the h(i), setting the result to zero and solving 
the resulting set of equations, i.e., 

a./(0 _ a 
dh{k) ~ dh(k) £{e2(0} 

The error gradient is found by substituting Eqn. 7 for ri(0 to 
obtain 

t Actually this estimation problem is a system identification 
problem as noted by (Ljung and Soderstrom, 1983) 

J(0 
dh{k) 

=-2£{(y ( t ) -£>( .> ( ( - .))r(i - *)}, 

-2(E{y(t)r(t - k)) - *>2h(i)E{r{t - •>(« - k)}) 

Setting this expression to zero and solving, we obtain the so-
called normal equations 

N 

M*0 = ^MO«r ( fc -0 , k = i,--,N. (9) 

Carrying out the summations, we obtain the set of linear vector-
matrix equations, 

tfr(0) ft(-l) ••• R , (1 - .V) \ / fc(l) 

. «,(JV - 1) KiN-2) ••• fi,(0) J \h{N)j 
or solving for b we obtain 

i(-V) = Rr ' f i s , (JV) (10) 

It is straightforward to show that the corresponding error vari
ance, Rt is given by 

K = R v ( 0 ) - g : v ( , V ) R r - ' a v r ( J V ) (11) 

This set of linear equations can be solved using standard tech
niques in linear algebra, or since the covariance matrix to be in
verted has a Toeplitz structure, a more efficient technique em
ploying the generalized Levinson approach can be used. An ex
ample of how this process can be applied is described in the next 
section. The computer code SI'G was used for the signal analysis 
work. 

Plasma Estimation Using the Noise Canceller 

In this section, we analyze the acquired diamagnetic loop (DML) 
sensor measurements and show how the data can be processed 
to retain the essential information required for post experimental 
analysis. The measured DML data is analog (anti-alias) filtered 
and digitized at a 25 KHz sampling rate (40 ps sample interval). 
A typical experiment generates a transient signal (plasma) which 
is recorded for approximately 650 ms. Pre-processed data (dec
imated etc.) and the frequency spectrum are shown in Fig. I 
along with an expanded section of the tiansient pulse and noise. 
We note that the raw data is contaminated with a sinusoidal 
drift, linear trend, and random noise as well as sinusoidal distur
bances at harmonics of 60 Hz, the largest at 360 Hz caused by the 
feedback circuits and ripple currents in the main power system. 
The pulse is also contaminated by these disturbances. We also 
note that some of the plasma information appears as high energy 
spikes (pulses) riding on the slower plasma build-up pulse. 

A processor must be developed to eliminate these disturbances, 
yet preserve all of the essential features of the transient plasma 
nulse and associated energy spikes. This application is ideally 
suited for noise cancelling. The basic requirements of the data 
are that a reference file of vioise and of the signal a r i noise are 
available. For best results, the signal and noise should not be 
correlated. These conditions are satisfied by the DML measure 
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merit data, since the onsei of the measurement consists only of 
the disturbances (trend and sinusoids), and the signal is available 
at the time of the transient plasma pulse. 

During the operation of the TMX experiment a "shot" (gener
ation of a plasma in the experiment vessel) terminates after a 
few seconds, during this time data are collected and displayed 
so that the experimenter can adjust process parameters and cri
teria and perform another shot within a five (5) minute time 
period. So we see that eve., though the processor need not be 
on-line, it still must function in a real-time enviroment. Clearly, 
post-experimental analysis creates no restrictions on the proces
sor design and alloted computational time. So we analyzed the 
performance of the processor to function for both real-lime and 
post-experimental modes of operation. We studied the {.«rfor* 
mance of the processor by vary ig its length N . The real-time 
processor must perform reason .bly well enough to enable the 
exper.menter to make the necessary decisions regarding the se
lection of process parameters for the next shot. 

After some preliminary runs of ihe processor over various data 
sets we decided to use N - 512 weights for the post-experimental 
design since it produced excellent results. Using the post-
experimental design as a standard we then evaluated various de
signs for weights in the range of 8 < S < 512. 

Before we discuss the comparisons, let us consider the heuristic 
operation of the processor. The crucial step in the design of the 
canceller is the estimation of the optimal noise filter h which is 
required to produce the minimum variance estimate of the noise, 
n. In essence we expect the filter to match the corresponding 
noise spectrum in magnitude and phase. This means that we 
expect the optimal filter to pass the spectral peaks of the noise 
and attenuate any signal information not contained in the refer
ence. These results are confirmed as shown by the performance 
of the 512-weight filter shown in Fig. 2a. Here we see that the 
filter passbands enable most of the noise resonances to pass while 
signal energy is attenuated. The real-time design is shown below 
in Fig. 2b. We see that the 64-weight filter still passes much 
of the noise energy but does not spectrally match the noise as 
well as the 512-weight filter, since there are fewer weights. These 
results are again confirmed in Fig. 3 where the estimated and 
actual noise spectra are shown. Again we see that the 512-weight 
produces a much better spectral match, than the 64-weight de
sign due to its increased resolution. Nate that the highest energy 
noise spectral peaks were matched by both processors reasonably 
well thereby eliminating these disturbances in the cancelling op
eration. Intermediate designs for the real-time processor fall in 
between these results where selecting higher number of weights 
resulted in better processor performance. 

It should be mentioned that we chose to use the FIR (all-zero) 
solution to this problem, rather than the IIR (pole-zero) as sug
gested in [11| or 11-4] because initial attempts at identifying the 
optimal noise niter were unsatisfactory primarily because of the 
high resonances (sinusoids) in the data. The 1IR identifiers could 
identify the frequencies but usually overestimated the damping 
which proved detrimental when the estimated noise was cancelled 
(subtracted) from the sighal plus noise measurements. 

The noise canceller algorithm was constructed using various com
mands in SIG. Both the post-experimental and raj-time designs 
were run on the data set described in Fig. I an*' «,he results of the 
512-weight design is shown in Fig. 4 and the 64-weight design in 
Fig. 5. Here we see the raw and processed data and correspond
ing spectra. A closer examination of the estimated transient 
pulse shows that not only have the disturbances been removed, 
but that the integrity of the pulae has been maintained and all 
of the high frequency energy spikes have been preserved. We see 
that the 512-weight processor has clearly eliminated the trends 
and sinusoidal disturbances and retained the transient plasma in
formation quite well while the real-time (64-weight) processor has 
not performed as well as evidenced by some remaining (though 

small) sinuaoidal disturbances. However, for ihe real-time re
quirements it is satisfactory. 

Once these disturbances have been removed, the processed sig
nal can be integrated to remove or deconvolve the effects of the 
differentiating DML probe and provide an estimate of the stored 
energy build-up in the machine. 

Summary 

In this paper we have developed a noise cancelling algorithm 
using the system identification approach and applied it to the 
problem of estimating a transient plasma pulse for the magnetic 
fusion experiment (TMX-U). We have developed solutions for 
both post-experimental analysis and real-time processing and an
alyzed the performance of the corresponding processors. More 
effort will continue in developing processors for the experiments 
and they will utilize model-based signal processing ideas >19>. 
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